Exploring with a backpack along ridges, rivers, waterfalls, while enjoying jaw-dropping mountain views.

Marvelling at Kings Canyon’s own collection of unbelievable giant sequoias.

Driving this twisty roadway that provides awesome views at every turn.

Traipsing up the rocky staircase to this cascade with mesmerizing canyon scenery.

Bunking down at 9200ft after a challenging cross-country ski trip.

Getting deep into the backcountry in this little-visited section of Sequoia.

Staring up at the world’s largest trees in this dense grove.

Marveling at Kings Canyon’s own collection of unbelievable giant sequoias.

Exploring with a backpack along ridges, rivers, waterfalls, while enjoying jaw-dropping mountain views.

Getting deep into the backcountry in this little-visited section of Sequoia.